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Figure 6.4: Modeling the Unpacking of a Literacy Look-For

The principal explains that to understand and implement a literacy look-for, it’s often necessary to have a 
deeper understanding of it. The principal also explains that gaining that deeper understanding requires 
that the team engage in a variety of processing activities. The literacy look-for she is unpacking for her brief 
modeling session is directly instructing, in which the teacher directly teaches or works face to face with 
students using an explicit and systematic approach. She explains that she knows from her experience that 
directly instructing can look at least two ways—depending on whether the teacher is teaching a discrete skill, 
such as blending sounds, or a higher-level thinking skill needed for a cognitive strategy, such as inferring. 
In addition to her experience, she searched and selected information from several books to help her more 
clearly understand directly instructing (Bursuck & Blanks, 2010; McEwan, 2006; McEwan, 2009b; McEwan-
Adkins, 2010; Bursuck & Damer, 2010).

The principal shares with teachers that in one of the books in the professional library, she found a subset of 
look-fors that research shows are particularly effective for directly instructing discrete skills such as blending 
sounds, sound-spelling correspondences, and vocabulary found in new stories. The presentation techniques 
are research based and very powerful in terms of bringing students to mastery of these discrete skills. The 
principal goes on to explain (after the teachers have looked over figure 6.5) that unpacking the directly 
instructing move when it is used to teach the seven cognitive strategies used by highly effective readers 
requires a different set of look-fors. She has used bold print in the Lesson Template for Directly Teaching 
a Cognitive Strategy (figure 6.6, page 117) to emphasize them: explaining, modeling, guiding practice, 
coaching-facilitating, and questioning. The principal then points out that her exercise of unpacking the 
directly instructing move has shown her how this move interacts with several other look-fors (the instructional 
moves of explaining, modeling, guiding practice, coaching-facilitating, and questioning).

In conclusion, the principal shares with the teachers that while she was engaged in the unpacking process in 
anticipation of this meeting, she arrived at a much deeper understanding of the directly instructing literacy 
look-for. She had previously only thought in terms of the presentation techniques shown in figure 6.6. Now 
she has expanded her understanding to include how the directly instructing literacy look-for plays a role in 
comprehension strategy instruction. She reminds the teachers that the unpacking process stimulates reflective 
thinking and discussion and will help everyone begin to wrap their minds around the very challenging literacy 
look-for they will be unpacking in their collaborative teams. She offers her assistance to any of the teams that 
may need her help. 


